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TdT-Accessible Breaks Are Scattered over the
Immunoglobulin V Domain in a
Constitutively Hypermutating B Cell Line
1024 and 1023 bp21 generation21 (McKean et al., 1984;
Berek and Milstein, 1988).
The molecular mechanism of somatic hypermutation
is still little understood. The possibility that lymphoid
cell lines could provide a tractable system for investigat-
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ing the process was considered many years ago (CoffinoUnited Kingdom
and Scharff, 1971; Adetugbo et al., 1977; BruÈ ggemann
et al., 1982). Clearly, it is important that the rate of V
gene mutation in the cell line under study is sufficiently
Summary high not only to provide a workable assay but also to
be confident that mutations are truly generated by the
Searching for an in vitro model for somatic hypermuta- localized antibody hypermutation mechanism rather
tion, we have identified an IgM-expressing Burkitt lym- than reflecting a generally increased mutation rate, as
phoma line that constitutively diversifies its immuno- is characteristically associated with many tumors. Ex-
globulin V domain at high rate during culture. As in in tensive studies on mutation have been performed moni-
vivo, the mutations are largely nucleotide substitutions toring the reversion of stop codons in VH in mouse pre-B
with the pattern of substitutions revealing a compo- and plasmacytoma cell lines (Wabl et al., 1985; Chui et
nent of the human hypermutation program that is pref- al., 1995; Zhu et al., 1995; reviewed by Green et al.,
erentially targeted to G/C residues. The substitutions 1998). The alternative strategy of direct sequencing of
frequently create stop codons with IgM-loss variants the expressed V gene has indicated that VH gene diversi-
also being generated by V domain±specific deletions fication in several follicular, Burkitt, and Hodgkin lym-
phomas can continue following the initial transformationand duplications. However, in transfectants expressing
event (Bahler and Levy, 1992; Jain et al., 1994; Chapmanterminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase, many IgM-loss
et al., 1995, 1996; Braeuninger et al., 1997). Direct se-variants additionally arise through short nontemplated
quencing has also revealed a low prevalence of muta-nucleotide insertions into the V (but not C) domain.
tions in a cloned follicular lymphoma line, arguing thatThus, antibody hypermutation is likely accompanied
VH diversification can continue in vitro (Wu et al., 1995).by DNA strand breaks scattered within the mutation
The striking demonstration by DeneÂ poux et al. (1997)domain.
that the BL2 Burkitt lymphoma line could be induced to
undergo VH diversification on culture with antiimmuno-Introduction
globulin and activated T cells prompted us to screen
other Burkitt lines for constitutive mutation. We discov-
The primary repertoire of antibody specificities is cre- ered that, in Ramos, VH mutation takes place constitu-ated by a process of DNA rearrangement involving the tively and at high rate. This has allowed a large database
joining of immunoglobulin V, D, and J gene segments. of unselected mutations to be obtained, demonstrating
Following antigen encounter in mouse and human, the that the VH diversification reveals the major hallmarks
rearranged V genes in those B cells that have been of immunoglobulin gene hypermutation as deduced
triggered by the antigen are subjected to a second wave from in vivo studies although strongly biased to the G/C
of diversification, this time by somatic hypermutation. targeted phase of the mutation program. The hypermu-
This hypermutation generates the secondary repertoire tation in Ramos leads to the frequent production of IgM-
from which good binding specificities can be selected, loss variants providing an assay system that can be
thereby allowing affinity maturation of the humoral im- used to obtain novel information about the hypermuta-
mune response. tion process.
Much of what we know about the hypermutation pro-
cess has been derived from an analysis of the mutations Results
that have occurred during hypermutation in vivo (for
reviews see Neuberger and Milstein, 1995; Reynaud and In order to screen for a B cell line that might undergo
Weill, 1996; Parham, 1998). Most of these mutations are hypermutation in vitro, we compared the extent of di-
single nucleotide substitutions that are introduced in a versity that had already accumulated in several human
Burkitt lymphomas during previous expansion. Their re-stepwise manner. They are scattered over the rearranged
arranged VH genes were PCR amplified from genomicV domain, though with characteristic hotspots, and the
DNA using multiple VH family primers together with a JHsubstitutions exhibit a bias for base transitions. The
consensus oligonucleotide. Sequencing of the clonedmutations largely accumulate during B cell expansion
PCR products revealed considerable diversity in thein germinal centers (rather than during other stages of
Ramos cell line (a prevalence of 2.8 3 1023 mutationsB cell differentiation and proliferation) with the rate of
bp21 in the VH), although significant heterogeneity wasincorporation of nucleotide substitutions into the V gene
also observed in BL41 as well as in BL2 (Figure 1A).during the hypermutation phase estimated at between
Mutations Have Accumulated in Ramos VH and Vl
We extended our analysis of VH diversity in Ramos by* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: msn@
mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk). sequencing the products from nine independent PCR
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Figure 1. VH Diversity in Burkitt Lines
(A) Sequence diversity in the rearranged VH
genes of four sporadic Burkitt lymphoma
lines are shown as pie charts. The rearranged
VH genes in each cell line were PCR amplified
and cloned into M13. The number of M13
clones sequenced for each cell line is de-
noted in the centre of the pie; the sizes of
the various segments depict the proportion
of sequences that are distinguished by 0, 1,
2, etc., mutations (as indicated) from the con-
sensus. For each cell line, the consensus was
taken as the sequence common to the great-
est number of M13 clones and a germline
counterpart (indicated above each pie) as-
signed on the basis of closest match using
the VBASE database of human immunoglob-
ulin sequences (Tomlinson, 1997). Our VH
consensus sequence for Ramos differs in
three positions from the sequence deter-
mined by Chapman et al. (1996), five positions
from that determined by Ratech (1992), and
six positions from its closest germline coun-
terpart VH4(DP-63).
(B) Presumed dynastic relationship of VH mu-
tations identified in the initial Ramos culture.
315 M13VH clones obtained from nine inde-
pendent PCR amplifications were sequenced;
the dynasty only includes sequences identi-
fied (rather than presumed intermediates).
Each circle (with shading proportional to ex-
tent of mutation) represents a distinct se-
quence with the number of mutations accu-
mulated indicated within the circle. Individual
mutations are designated according to the
format ªC230,º with 230 being the nucleotide
position in the Ramos VH (numbered as in
Figure 3) and the ªCº indicating the novel
base at that position. The criterion used to
deduce the genealogy was a minimization of
the number of independent occurrences of
the same nucleotide substitution. The major-
ity of branches contain individual members
contributed by distinct PCR amplifications.
The rare deletions and duplications are indicated by the prefixes ªxº and ªd,º respectively. Arrows highlight two mutations (a substitution at
position 264 yielding a stop codon and a duplication at position 184) whose position within the tree implies that mutations can continue to
accumulate following loss of functional heavy chain expression.
(C) Mutation prevalence in the rearranged Vl genes. Two Vl rearrangements were identified in Ramos. Diversity and assignment of germline
origin is presented as in (A).
(D) Comparison of mutation prevalence in the VH and Cm regions of the initial Ramos culture. M13 clones containing cDNA inserts extending
through VH, Cm1, and the first 87 nucleotides Cm2 were generated by PCR from the initial Ramos culture. The pie charts (presented as in [A])
depict the extent of mutation identified in the 341 nucleotide stretch of VH as compared to a 380 nucleotide stretch of Cm extending from the
beginning of Cm1. The full Cm sequence in three of the 69 M13 clones analyzed could not be unambiguously determined.
amplifications. This enabled a likely dynastic relation- rearrangement of Vl2.2-25. There is mutational diversity
in both rearranged Vls, although greater diversity hasship between the mutated clones in the population to
be deduced, minimizing the number of presumed inde- accumulated on the nonfunctional allele (Figure 1C).
pendent repeats of individual nucleotide substitutions
(Figure 1B). We are confident that PCR artefact makes Mutations Have Not Accumulated in Cm
A classic feature of antibody hypermutation is that muta-little contribution to the database of mutations; not only
is the prevalence of nucleotide substitutions greatly in tions largely accumulate in the V region but scarcely in
the C. This is also evident in the mutations that haveexcess of that observed in control PCR amplifications
(,0.05 3 1023 bp21), but we also found identically mu- accumulated in the Ramos IgH locus (Figure 1D).
tated clones (as well as dynastically related ones) in
independent amplifications. In many cases, generations VH Diversification in Ramos Is Constitutive
but Is Not Associated with a Generalwithin a lineage differ by a single nucleotide substitution,
indicating that only a small number of substitutions have Mutator Phenotype
To address whether V gene diversification was ongoing,been introduced in each round of mutation.
Analysis of Vl rearrangements revealed that Ramos the cells were cloned and VH diversity assessed using
a MutS-based assay (Jolly et al., 1997) after periods of inharbors an in-frame rearrangement of Vl2.2-16 (as de-
scribed by Chapman et al. [1996]) and an out-of-frame vitro culture. The VH gene was amplified using biotinylated
V Gene Breaks Accompany Hypermutation
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Figure 2. Constitutive VH Diversification in
Ramos
(A) Diversification assessed by a MutS assay.
DNA was extracted from Ramos cells that
had been cultured for 1 or 3 months following
limit dilution cloning. The rearranged VH was
PCR amplified using biotinylated oligonucle-
otides prior to undergoing denaturation/rena-
turation; mismatched heteroduplexes were
then detected by binding to immobilized
MutS as previously described (Jolly et al.,
1997). An aliquot of the renatured DNA was
bound directly onto membranes to confirm
matched DNA loading (Total DNA control).
Assays performed on the Ramos VH amplified
from a bacterial plasmid template as well as
from the initial Ramos culture were included
for comparison. The mutation prevalence in
each population as deduced by direct cloning
and sequencing is indicated.
(B) VH mutation rates in three independent
clones of Ramos that had been expanded for
4 (Rc1) or 6 (Rc13 and 14) weeks, showing
the dynastic relationships. Mutation rates are
given per base pair per generation and were
calculated by dividing the prevalence of inde-
pendent VH mutations at 4 or 6 weeks post-
cloning by the presumed number of cell divi-
sions based on a generation time of 24 hr.
(C) Mutation rates at the HPRT locus were
determined by fluctuation analysis. 100 cells
of each clone were plated into multiple (.45)
wells and allowed to expand to 3 3 106 cells
prior to selection for 6-thioguanine (100 mM)
resistance. Mutation rates (given per locus
per generation) were calculated following the
method of Luria and DelbruÈ ck (1943; Capizzi
and Jameson, 1973).
oligonucleotides and, following denaturation/renaturation, as judged by unselected mutations incorporated through-
out the VH obtained following clonal expansion from amismatched heteroduplexes (arising as a consequence
of mutations in VH) were detected in a filter-binding assay single precursor cell. However, the prevalence of VH
mutations following a 2 week expansion of 50 precursorusing the bacterial mismatch-repair protein MutS. The
results indicated that VH diversification was indeed on- BL2 cells has been determined under conditions of mu-
tation induction (2.7 3 1023 mutations bp21; DeneÂ pouxgoing (Figure 2A). The VH genes were PCR amplified
from three Ramos cultures that had been expanded for et al., 1997). Similar experiments performed with Ramos
under conditions of normal culture reveal a VH mutation6 weeks after cloning; the sequences revealed stepwise
mutation accumulation with a mutation rate of about prevalence of 2.3 3 1023 mutations bp21. Various at-
tempts to enhance the mutation rate by provision of0.24 3 1024 mutations bp21 generation21 (Figure 2B).
Direct comparison of the VH mutation rate in Ramos cytokines, helper T cells, etc., have proved unsuccessful
(data not shown). Thus, the rate of VH mutation that canto that in other cell lines is not straightforward, since
there is little information on mutation rates in other lines be achieved by specific induction in BL2 cells appears
Immunity
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Figure 3. Distribution of Unselected Nucleo-
tide Substitutions along the Ramos VH
Independently occurring base substitutions
are indicated at each nucleotide position. The
locations of CDR1 and 2 are indicated. Nucle-
otide positions are numbered from the 39-end
of the sequencing primer with nucleotide po-
sition 11 corresponding to the first base of
codon 7; codons are numbered according to
Kabat. Mutations indicated in italics (nucleo-
tide position 15, 193, 195, and 237) are substi-
tutions that occurred in a mutated subclone
and have reverted the sequence at that posi-
tion to the indicated consensus.
to be similar to the constitutive rate of VH mutation in The distribution of the mutations along the VH is highly
Ramos. nonrandom (Figure 3). The major hotspot is at the G and
That this high rate of mutation in VH is not a general C nucleotides of the Ser82a codon, which has previously
feature of all transcribed genes in Ramos cells is re- been identified as a major intrinsic mutational hotspot
vealed by the fact that the mutation rate at the HPRT in other VH genes (Wagner et al., 1995; Jolly et al., 1996)
locus, as judged by fluctuation analysis of resistance to and conforms to the RGYW consensus (Rogozin and
6-thioguanine, is about 1.9 3 1027 mutations locus21 Kolchanov, 1992; Betz et al., 1993). (While the dominant
generation21 (Figure 2C). This correlates well with muta- intrinsic mutational hotpot in many VH genes is at Ser31,
tion rates in other eukaryotic cell lines and, given the this codon is not present in the Ramos consensus VH
coding sequence length of HPRT, roughly corresponds [or its germline counterpart], which have Gly at that
to a mutation rate of 1029 mutations base pair21 gener- position.) The individual nucleotide substitutions show
ation21. a marked bias in favor of transitions (51% rather than
randomly expected 33%). There is also a striking prefer-
Nature of VH Mutations in Ramos ence for targeting G and C that account for 82% of the
A database of mutational events was created that com- nucleotides targeted (Table 1); this is considered in the
bined those detected in the initial Ramos culture (from Discussion.
141 distinct sequences) with those detected in four sub-
clones that had been cultured in various experiments Hypermutation Generates Diverse
without specific selection (from a further 135 distinct IgM-Loss Variants
sequences). This database was created after the individ- Analysis of the Ramos variants revealed several muta-
ual sets of sequences had been assembled into dynastic tions that must have inactivated VH (see legend to Figure
relationships (as detailed in the legend to Figure 1B) to 1B), suggesting it might be possible for the cells to
ensure that clonal expansion of an individual mutated lose IgM expression but remain viable. Analysis of our
cell did not lead to a specific mutational event being original Ramos culture revealed it to contain 8% surface
counted multiple times. Here, we describe an analysis of IgM2 cells. Such IgM-loss variants can be generated
this composite database of 340 distinct and presumably during in vitro culture: flow cytometric analysis of two
unselected mutational events (200 contributed by the
initial Ramos culture and 140 from the expanded sub-
clones); separate analysis of the initial and subclone
Table 1. Nucleotide Substitution Preferences of Hypermutationpopulations yielded identical conclusions.
in RamosThe overwhelming majority of the mutations (333 out
of 340) are single nucleotide substitutions. A small num- Frequency of Substitution to
ber of deletions (four) and duplications (three) but no
Parental Nucleotide T C G A Total
untemplated insertions were observed; these events are
T Ð 3.9 1.2 3.0 8.1further discussed below. There were only five sequences
C 17.4 Ð 12.6 4.8 34.8that exhibited nucleotide substitutions in adjacent posi-
G 7.2 15.9 Ð 24.0 47.1tions; however, in three of these five cases, the geneal-
A 2.4 1.8 5.7 Ð 9.9
ogy revealed that the adjacent substitutions had been
Single nucleotide substitutions were computed on the VH codingsequentially incorporated. Thus, the simultaneous cre-
strand and are given as the percentage of the total number (333) ofation of nucleotide substitutions in adjacent positions
independent, unselected nucleotide substitutions identified.
is a rare event.
V Gene Breaks Accompany Hypermutation
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Figure 4. Hypermutation in Ramos Gener-
ates Diverse Revertible IgM-Loss Variants
(A) Scheme showing the isolation of IgM-loss
variants. The starting Ramos culture was
transfected with pSV2neo, diluted into 96-
well plates, and clones growing in selective
medium were allowed to expand. Flow cy-
tometry performed on the expanded clones
6 months after the original transfection re-
vealed the presence of IgM-loss variants,
constituting 16% and 18% of the two clonal
populations (Rc13 and Rc14) shown here. En-
richment by a single round of sorting yielded
subpopulations that contained 87% (Rc13)
and 76% (Rc14) surface IgM-negative cells.
Following PCR amplification of the rear-
ranged VH gene in these subpopulations, se-
quencing revealed that 75% (Rc13) and 67%
(Rc14) of the cloned VH segments contained a
nonsense (stop), deletion (del), or duplication
(dup) mutation within the 341 nucleotide VH
stretch analyzed. The remainder of the clones
were designated wild-type (wt) although no
attempt was made to discriminate possible
VH-inactivating missense mutations. The four
deletions and three duplications identified in
the Rc13 population are all distinct, whereas
only four distinct mutations account for the
7 Rc14 sequences determined that harbor
deletions. The nature of the deletions and du-
plications is presented in Figure 6.
(B) Multiple nonsense mutations can contribute to VH inactivation. The panel summarizes the nature of the stop codons observed in the Rc13
and Rc14 IgM-loss populations. Each VH codon position at which stops were observed in these two populations is listed. Thus, at least eight
independent mutational events yielded the nonsense mutations that account for 20 out of the 27 nonfunctional VH sequences in the Rc13
database; a minimum of ten independent mutational events yielded the nonsense mutations that account for 15 of the 22 nonfunctional VH
sequences in the Rc14 database. The numbers in parentheses after each stop codon give the number of sequences in that database that
carry the relevant stop codon followed by the number of these sequences that are distinct, as discriminated on the basis of additional
mutations. Analysis of stop codons in IgM-loss variants selected from four other clonal populations (data not shown) revealed stop codon
creation at a further five locations within VH.
(C) Reversion of IgM-loss variants. IgM-loss variants sorted from Rc13 were cloned by limiting dilution. Three weeks after cloning, the presence
of IgM1 revertants in the IgM2 subclones was screened by cytoplasmic immunofluorescence analysis of 5 3 104 cells; their prevalence is
given. These IgM1 revertants were then enriched in a single round of sorting and the VH sequences of the clonal IgM2 variant compared to
that it of its IgM1 revertant descendants.
(D) The sequence surrounding the stop codons in the IgM-loss derivatives of Rc13 reveals that TAG32 conforms well to the RGYW consensus
(R, purine; Y, pyrimidine; and W, A or T; Rogozin and Kolchanov, 1992), which accounts for a large proportion of intrinsic mutational hotspots
(Betz et al., 1993), whereas TAA33 and TGA36 do not.
surface IgM1 Ramos subclones that had been cultured proportion of the IgM-loss variants can be accounted
for by stop-codon/frameshift mutations in the VH itself.in vitro for 6 months revealed 16% and 18% IgM2 cells
(Figure 4A). These IgM2 cells were enriched in a single This further supports the proposal that hypermutation
in Ramos is preferentially targeted to the immunoglobu-round of sorting prior to PCR amplification and cloning
of their VH segments. The sequences revealed a consid- lin V domainÐcertainly rather than the C domain or,
indeed, other genes (such as the Iga/Igb sheath) whoseerable range of VH-inactivating mutations (stop codons
or frameshifts) (Figure 4), although diverse inactivating mutation could lead to a surface IgM2 phenotype. It
also may well be that the Ramos VH is more frequentlymutations were even evident in IgM-loss variants sorted
after only 6 weeks of clonal expansion (see Figure 5). targeted for hypermutation than its productively re-
arranged Vl, a conclusion supported by the pattern ofThe stop codons were created at a variety of positions
(Figure 4B) but were not randomly located. In data ob- mutations in the initial culture (Figure 1C).
tained in six independent experiments, stop codon cre-
ation was restricted to 16 of the 39 possible sites; the Reversion of IgM-Loss Variants
The dynasty established earlier (Figure 1B) suggestedDNA sequences at these preferred sites being biased
(on either coding or noncoding strand) toward the RGYW not only that IgM2 cells could arise but also that they
might undergo further mutation. To confirm this, theconsensus (data not shown).
Not surprisingly, whereas deletions and insertions ac- cells in the sorted IgM2 population were cloned and
allowed to expand for 3 weeks. Cytoplasmic immunoflu-count for only a small proportion of the mutations in
unselected Ramos cultures (see above), they make a orescence of ten expanded clonal populations revealed
the presence of IgM1 revertants at varying prevalencemuch greater contribution when attention is focused
on VH-inactivating mutations. It is notable that a large (from 0.005% to 1.2%; Figure 4C), allowing a mutation
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rate of 1 3 1024 mutations bp21 generation21 to be calcu-
lated by fluctuation analysis. This is somewhat greater
than the rate calculated by direct analysis of unselected
mutations (0.25 3 1024 mutations bp21 generation21; see
above), probably in part reflecting that different IgM-
loss clones revert at different rates depending upon
the nature of the disrupting mutation. Indeed, sequence
analysis of the VH in four of the IgM2 clones (and their
descendants) revealed that the two that gave rise to a
high frequency of revertants harbored a stop codon that
lay within a mutational RGYW hotspot consensus; the
two low frequency revertants harbored stop codons that
did not (Figure 4D).
Nucleotide Insertions into VH in TdT Transfectants
The availability of cell lines that constitutively diversify
their V gene segments should facilitate investigations
into the mechanism of hypermutation. Thus, for exam-
ple, although somatic hypermutation, IgH class-switch-
ing, and RAG-mediated joining can all occur in germinal
center B cells, results with the Ramos line indicate that
the processes are not intimately linked. We have not
detected any class-switching in Ramos (,1 in 105 cells
are IgG1 [even among the sorted IgM2 population] as
judged by cytoplasmic immunofluorescence). Similarly,
although spliced RAG1 and RAG2 mRNAs were detect-
Figure 5. IgM-Loss Variants in Ramos Transfectants Expressing TdTable in the initial Ramos culture by RT-PCR at an abun-
dance some 100-fold less than in a human pre-B lym- (A) Expression of TdT in three pSV-pbG/TdT and three control
transfectants of Ramos was compared by Western blot analysis ofphoma line (Nalm6), the levels varied among Ramos
nuclear protein extracts; control transfectants were obtained usingsubclones with RAG1 mRNA being undetectable in one
a pSV2neo plasmid that did not contain the TdT gene. (Nalm6 is aof the mutating subclones. That hypermutation can
TdT-positive human pre-B cell lymphoma and HMy2 is a TdT-nega-
therefore presumably occur independently of RAG1 is tive mature human B cell lymphoma).
consistent with the findings of Zheng et al. (1998). (B) Pie charts depicting independent mutational events giving rise
to IgM-loss variants. IgM2 variants (constituting 1%±5% of the pop-If the mechanism of hypermutation involves a DNA
ulation) were obtained by sorting the three TdT1 and three TdT2polymerase (rather than being achieved exclusively, for
control transfectants that had been cultured for 6 weeks followingexample, by base-modifying enzymes that do not cleave
cloning. The VH regions in the sorted subpopulations were PCRthe sugar-phosphate backbone), then it is likely accom-
amplified and sequenced. The pie charts depict the types of muta-
panied by strand breaks, since DNA polymerases extend tion giving rise to VH inactivation with the data obtained from the
on free 39-hydroxyl groups. The breaks could be single- TdT1 and TdT2 IgM2 subpopulations separately pooled. Abbrevia-
tions are as in Figure 4A except that ªinsº indicates clones containingor double-stranded and occur at multiple or scattered
apparently nontemplated nucleotide insertions. Clones containingsites either within or adjacent to the immunoglobulin V
deletions or duplications together with multiple nucleotide nontem-region. LM-PCR has been used to screen for breaks in
plated insertions are only included within the ªinsº segment of thethe IgH locus in germinal center B cells (Lo et al., 1997),
pie. Only unambiguously distinct mutational events are computed.
but without such breaks being present at high frequency Thus, of the 77 distinct VH-inactivating mutations identified in the
or having a specific sequence signature, it has not been TdT1 IgM-loss subpopulations, 30 distinct stop codon mutations
were identified; if the same stop codon had been independentlypossible to conclude that the breaks detected were not
created within the IgM-loss population derived from a single Ramossimply created during DNA extraction or due to apo-
transfectant, this would have been underscored. As indicated byptotic cells. We have performed LM-PCR on DNA gently
the pies, none of the Cm sequences from the IgM2 cells revealedextracted from Ramos but have not so far seen evidence
mutations.
of an increased abundance of flush-end double-strand
breaks in the VH as opposed to CH region. We therefore
adopted a distinct approach to screening for DNA 90% of the cells in each of these three transfectants
revealed nuclear TdT as judged by immunofluorescencebreaks, exploiting the activity of terminal deoxynucleoti-
dyl transferase (TdT) to add nontemplated nucleotides (data not shown). After culturing for 6 weeks post-
transfection, IgM2 subpopulations were obtained in ato DNA ends. If DNA breaks were occurring in the VH
segment during antibody hypermutation, then TdT-cata- single round of cell sorting. Their rearranged VH seg-
ments were PCR amplified, cloned, and sequenced. Inlyzed nucleotide insertion could contribute significantly
to the creation of IgM-loss variants. total, 77 distinct nonfunctional VH sequences were ob-
tained from the TdT1 transfectants. For comparison, theA plasmid encoding TdT under control of the b-globin
promoter and IgH intronic-enhancer was transfected VH genes were amplified from the surface IgM2 variants
obtained from three TdT-negative control transfectants,into Ramos and expression in three independent clones
confirmed by Western blotting (Figure 5A). Greater than yielding 42 nonfunctional sequences. The mutations
V Gene Breaks Accompany Hypermutation
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Figure 6. Mutations in VH Other Than Single Nucleotide Substitutions
Each event is named with a letter followed by a number. The letter gives the provenance of the mutation (A, B, and C being the cloned TdT2
control transfectants, D, E, and F the TdT1 transfectants, and U signifies events identified in the initial, unselected Ramos culture; the
transfectants in group C, D, E, and F were grown for 6 weeks prior to sorting of the IgM2 population, whereas A and B were grown for 6
months); the number indicates the first nucleotide position in the sequence string. Nucleotides deleted are specified above the line and
nucleotides added (duplications or nontemplated insertions) below the line; single nucleotide substitutions are encircled with the novel base
being specified. The duplicated segments of VH origin are underlined; nontemplated insertions are in bold. With several deletions or duplications,
the event is flanked by a single nucleotide of unknown provenance. Such flanking changes could well arise by nucleotide substitution (rather
than nontemplated insertion) and these events therefore are separately grouped; the assignment of the single base substitution (encircled)
to one or other end of the deletion/duplication is often arbitrary.
rendering the VH nonfunctional were grouped into nucle- culture and have also been identified in other studies
(see Goosens et al., 1998; Wilson et al., 1998). No exam-otide substitutions (stops), deletions, duplications, and
nontemplated insertions. ple of a mutation that was likely due to nontemplated
insertion was identified either among the TdT2 clonesThe grouping of the VH sequences obtained from the
TdT2 control transfectants was straightforward. The ma- or in the initial Ramos culture.
In contrast, only 54 of the 77 nonfunctional VH se-jority of the inactivating mutations could be ascribed
to stop codons (27 examples) with the remainder (15 quences from the TdT1 transfectants could be ac-
counted for by stop codons (30 examples), simple dele-examples) being due to deletions or tandem duplications,
of which three were accompanied by a single flanking tions (14), simple duplications (3), or deletions with a
single flanking nucleotide substitution (7). The remainingnucleotide substitution (Figures 5B and 6). These cate-
gories of mutation were detected in our initial Ramos 23 sequences all carry the hallmarks of nontemplated
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nucleotide insertions. One cannot be 100% unequivocal Discussion
that these insertions are all untemplated since, given
their short length, a possible donor sequence will likely The Ramos Burkitt line constitutively diversifies its re-
arranged immunoglobulin V gene during in vitro culture.exist either within the V gene or elsewhere in the human
genome; apparently nontemplated insertions could also This hypermutation does not require stimulation by acti-
vated T cells, exogenously added cytokines, or evenbe created by a complex patchwork of microduplica-
tions and deletions. However, we regard it as unlikely maintenance of the B cell antigen receptor.
The rate of VH mutation (which lies in the range 0.2±1 3that such explanations could account for more than a
small proportion of the putative nontemplated inser- 1024 bp21 generation21) is at least four orders of magni-
tude higher than that observed at the HPRT locus. It istions. The apparent insertions are found in multiple ex-
amples (4, 7, and 12) in each of the three TdT1 transfec- sufficiently high to readily allow the accumulation of a
large database of unselected mutations and so revealtants; they are not observed in any of the TdT2 controls
or in the VH database from unselected Ramos cells. The that hypermutation in Ramos exhibits most of the fea-
tures classically associated with immunoglobulin V geneinsertions show the typical hallmarks of being catalyzed
by TdT as judged by the paradigm of N region insertions hypermutation in vivo (preferential targeting of mutation
to the V as opposed to C or other genes within the cell,at V(D)J junctions (Alt and Baltimore, 1982): they are
short (2±11 nucleotides) and they are G/C rich (G1C stepwise accumulation of single nucleotide substitu-
tions, transition bias, and characteristic mutational hot-account for 79% of the inserted bases). It is notable that
all but one of the insertions are accompanied by short spots). The large majority of mutations in the unselected
database are single nucleotide substitutions, althoughdeletions or duplications; such events are likely conse-
quences of the rejoining of a DNA molecule that contains deletions and duplications (sometimes with a flanking
nucleotide substitution) are detectable. Such deletionsa tailed 3-hydroxyl. The nontemplated insertions appear
peculiar to the hypermutation domain, since we did not and duplications have also been proposed to be gener-
ated as a consequence of hypermutation in vivo (Wudetect such insertions (or indeed any other mutation) in
the Cm1/2 domains sequenced from 26 PCR-amplified and Kaartinen, 1995; Goosens et al., 1998; Wilson et al.,
1998).genomic Cm clones generated from the IgM2 population
(Figure 5B). Indeed, the presence of TdT had no signifi-
cant effect on the global mutation rate in Ramos; fluctua-
G/C-Biased Phase of V Gene Hypermutationtion analysis of 6-thioguanine resistance indicated a mu-
A feature of VH diversification in Ramos that differs fromtation rate at the HPRT locus of 2.6 3 1027 mutations
somatic hypermutation as characterized in mice is thelocus21 generation21 in the TdT transfected cells com-
preferential targeting of G and C nucleotides: 82% ofpared with 1.9 3 1027 mutations locus21 generation21
all the unselected nucleotide substitutions in the Ramosin the parental cell line (see Figure 2C).
VH were at G/C residues (Table 1) compared to corre-The published literature provides a large database of
sponding figures in the range 47%±54% for unselectedV gene mutations generated by somatic hypermutation.
mutations generated in mouse V genes in vivo, whereSince most mature human B cells lack TdT, one would
A is the most commonly mutated base (Milstein et al.,predict that nontemplated insertions would not feature
1998).as a major contributor to that database. This is indeed
Various explanations can be envisaged for this dis-the case. Deletions and insertions have certainly been
crepancy. It could be a consequence of the differenceidentified in other studies (Wu and Kaartinen, 1995;
in the DNA substrates analyzed. Since hypermutationGoosens et al., 1998; Wilson et al., 1998), but nearly all
is not targeted randomly, an increased abundance ofthe insertions have been attributed to simple tandem
G/C-rich hotspot motifs in the DNA target could lead toduplications (possibly with a single flanking nucleotide
an increased G/C bias in the overall mutation pattern.substitution) or can be retrospectively so identified (e.g.,
However, even if the four major mutational hotspots areAnn36 in Goosens et al., 1998). Indeed, the only exam-
removed from the analysis of Ramos VH mutation, aples of insertions that are not duplications that we have
G/C targeting of 79% is still evident. Alternatively, thebeen able to trace are a possible 35 nucleotide insertion
nucleotide targeting of hypermutation in humans couldwith 20 nucleotide identity to the Bacillus cereus pur9
differ from that in mouse. However, while there are fewgene obtained following single cell PCR from tonsil
data on unselected V gene mutations in human, G/C(Goosens et al., 1998) and up to five examples of single
mutations accounted for only 62% of the total of 1307nucleotide insertions (Kim et al., 1981; Kosmas et al.,
mutations in the VH26 gene in human memory B cells1996; Frey et al., 1998; Goosens et al., 1998; Wilson et
(Wagner et al., 1996).al., 1998). Single nucleotide insertions have frequently
Thus, the preferential targeting of G/C nucleotidesbeen found at the sites of blunt-end joining in TdT-nega-
appears to reflect a major distinction between hypermu-tive cells with the demonstrated ability of DNA polymer-
tation in Ramos and the process that occurs in vivo. Thisases to add single nucleotides to the ends of blunt du-
favors the idea that part of the hypermutation program inplexes being invoked to explain their genesis (Clark,
normal human germinal center B cells is G/C biased1988; Phillips and Morgan, 1994). In any case, the short,
(this being the phase that takes place in Ramos) butnonduplicative .1 nucleotide insertions characteristic
that additional processes also occur in vivo that resultof the mutations in the TdT-expressing Ramos transfec-
in a wider spectrum of mutation fixation. Indeed, thesetants have no counterpart in either the control Ramos
additional processes might not only be lacking in Ramostransfectants or in the published database of V gene
mutations. but may also be lacking in frog and shark (Diaz and
V Gene Breaks Accompany Hypermutation
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Flajnik, 1998), as well as in the 18-81 pre-B cell line Ramos transfectants have been initiated at single-strand
breaks. Clearly, it will be interesting to ascertain whether(Bachl and Wabl, 1996), where immunoglobulin gene
mutation has been shown to reveal a marked G/C bias hypermutation is affected by disruptions of genes in-
volved in double-strand break repair.(Wilson et al., 1992; Hsu, 1998).
The idea of mutation fixation being a multistage pro- At present, we cannot be sure that the breaks de-
tected are necessary intermediates in, rather than by-cess has also emanated from a study of the strand-
specificity of hypermutation (Milstein et al., 1998) as products of, the hypermutation process. In any case, the
existence of hypermutation-associated strand breakswell as from an analysis of IgH mutations in mismatch
repair±deficient mice. Thus, we and others have noted could account for some of the recombination events
described between immunoglobulin transgenes and thethat a G/C-biased form of hypermutation is exhibited by
mice that are deficient in Msh2 (Frey et al., 1998; Jacobs endogenous loci (Giusti et al., 1992; Winter and Gear-
hart, 1998). Furthermore, we note that Goosens et al.et al., 1998; Phung et al., 1998; Rada et al., 1998). This
observation led Phung et al. (1998) to propose that an (1998) have postulated that some of the chromosomal
translocations characteristic of several lymphoid neo-Msh2-dependent repair process acts to preferentially
revert many of the mutations initially introduced at G/C plasms might have arisen as a by-product of the somatic
hypermutation process. The demonstration that DNAresidues, whereas we suggested the alternative possi-
bility that Msh2 is needed to recruit a second (non-G/ strand breaks accompany VH hypermutation in the Ramos
Burkitt lymphoma line provides good support for thisC-biased) stage of mutation creation (Rada et al., 1998).
The G/C-biased pattern of mutation in Ramos could proposal.
similarly be due to its lacking a component of the mis-
match repair system that would enable it to preferentially
Experimental Procedures
back-repair some of the G/C-targeted mutations (al-
though we have not detected an Msh2 defect in this Cell Culture and Analysis
line) or it could equally be that Ramos does not perform The Burkitt lines BL2, BL41, and BL70 were kindly provided by G.
Lenoir (IARC, Lyon, France), and Ramos (Klein et al., 1975) wasthe second (A-biased phase) of mutation creation that
provided by D. Fearon (Cambridge, UK).we have envisioned.
Cells were maintained in RPMI/10% FBS at 0.2±1 3 106/ml. Trans-
fection of Ramos with a pSV2neo-based plasmid containing a hu-
man TdT cDNA expressed under control of the b-globin promoter
DNA Strand Breaks Accompany Hypermutation and IgH enhancer (gift of M. Ehrenstein) was performed by electro-
Most models of hypermutation envisage a role for a poration followed by selection in medium containing G418 (4 mg/
DNA polymerase; function of such a polymerase likely ml; GIBCO). TdT expression in nuclear extracts was monitored using
a monoclonal mouse anti-human TdT (Dako). Staining for IgM wasinvolves a breaking of the DNA backbone. We exploited
performed using FITC-conjugated goat anti-human m (Sigma) withthe ability of TdT to add nontemplated nucleotides to
cell fractionation carried out on a MoFlo sorter (Cytomation).the free 39-ends of DNA to test whether breaks occurred
within the VH locus of Ramos, presuming that such nucle-
Analysis of V Gene Diversityotide insertions (if resolved) would likely lead to the
Amplification of rearranged VH segments was accomplished usingcreation of IgM-loss variants. Indeed, frameshifts attrib-
Pfu polymerase together with one of 14 primers designed for eachutable to apparently nontemplated insertions made a
of the major human VH families (kind gift of Ian Tomlinson; Tomlinson,large contribution to the creation of IgM-loss variants 1997) and a consensus JH back primer that anneals to all six human
in three independent TdT transfectants; such insertions JH segments (JOL48, 59-GCGGTACCTGAGGAGACGGTGACC-39,
were not detected in controls. Thus, TdT-accessible gift of C. Jolly). Amplification of the Ramos VH from genomic DNA
was performed with oligonucleotides RVHFOR (59-CCCCAAGCTTCCsites appear to be scattered over the VH segment but
CAGGTGCAGCTACAGCAG) and JOL48. Amplification of the ex-were not detected in Cm. With regard to distribution
pressed VH-Cm cDNA was performed using RVHFOR and Cm2BACKwithin VH, a larger database will be needed to determine (59-CCCCGGTACCAGATGAGCTTGGACTTGCGG). The genomic
whether the insertion sites are random, although from Cm1/2 region was amplified using Cm2BACK with Cm1FOR (59-CCCC
current data we note that two-thirds of the sites are AAGCTTCGGGAGTGCATCCGCCCCAACCCTT); the functional Cm
within or directly abut the mutational hotspot consensus allele of Ramos contains a C at nucleotide 8 of Cm2 as opposed to
T on the nonfunctional allele. Rearranged Vls were amplified usingRGYW.
59-CCCCAAGCTTCCCAGTCTGCCCTGACTCAG and 59-CCCCTCThe existence of these TdT-accessible sites reveals
TAGACCACCTAGGACGGTCAGCTT. PCR products were purifiedthat DNA strand breaks within the mutation domain ac-
using QIAquick (Qiagen) spin columns and sequenced using an
company hypermutation in Ramos. DNA breaks could ABI377 sequencer following cloning into M13. Mutations were com-
promote hypermutation by providing a focus for initiat- puted using the GAP4 alignment program (Bonfield et al., 1995).
ing error-prone DNA synthesis. Indeed, comparison of For analysis of VH gene diversification using a MutS-based assay,
the Ramos VH was PCR amplified and purified as described abovedifferent V gene diversification strategies has prompted
using oligonucleotides containing a biotinylated base at the 59-end.others to speculate that a single-/double-strand break
Following denaturation/renaturation (998C for 3 min and 758C for 90in the V gene could initiate diversification by gene con-
min), the extent of mutation was assessed by monitoring the binding
version in some species but by hypermutation in others of the heteroduplexed material to filter-bound MutS protein with
(Maizels, 1995; Weill and Reynaud, 1996; Kong et al., detection by ECL as previously described (Jolly et al., 1997).
1998). Our data support such proposals. The only in
vivo activity so far ascribed to TdT is the addition of
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